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The Energy of Money Prosperity Workshop on Sunday

San Clemente, Calif. (October 30, 2017) – When people get a "handle" on money, they get a
"handle" on life, says Rev. Dr. Maureen Hoyt, when talking about her workshop titled The
Energy of Money, based on a book by Maria Nemeth of the same name.
Hoyt, a trained Energy of Money workshop facilitator, will present a workshop on
Sunday, November 5, from noon to 2:30 at the Center for Spiritual Living Capistrano Valley in
San Clemente, designed to help people explore and understand their life intention and the
integrity standards that go along with those intentions in order to facilitate greater prosperity
consciousness. Cost to attend the workshop is a love offering.
"We are so excited to have Dr. Maureen with us to guide our inquiry into prosperity and
heal our internal dialog around money," said Rev. Pattie. "Dr. Maureen really has a deep
understanding of these principles from years of studying The Energy of Money concepts. We
believe our community will gain so much from her workshop."
During the 90 minutes or so with Hoyt, attendees will look at intention and integrity
around money and begin an important dialogue. Hoyt will guide the audience to ask the
empowering "Why" questions so that the brain can adjust to answering in a positive and upbeat
manner. When we manage the energy of money, the same principles are used to manage
relationships, health, and creative expression.

For more information about The Energy of Money workshop, visit the Center’s website at
www.cslcv.org or call 949-240-6463.

About The Center for Spiritual Living Capistrano Valley
Celebrating nearly 50 years in existence, the Center for Spiritual Living Capistrano
Valley, located in San Clemente, is one of 450 Centers for Spiritual Living organizations
worldwide, dedicated to providing spiritual tools to transform lives and make the world that
works for everyone.
Sunday services are held at 10:30 a.m. preceded by a guided meditation at 10 a.m. The
Center offers a variety of services, classes, youth programs, and prayer support. It’s spiritual
bookstore is open Thursday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sundays from 10 a.m. to noon. For more
information or directions to the Center, visit our website at www.cslcv.org or visit our blog at
www.cslcv.blogspot.com.
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